
A sell sheet isn’t a simple sales flyer or a discount coupon. It may not provide pricing
information, focusing instead on product features that make the item unique or
appealing to prospects and potential buyers. This makes it strategically different from
any of the other marketing materials or strategies you might implement at the top of
your sales or marketing funnel.

When done correctly, a strong sell sheet design highlights key business information,
service details, or product features. It also elevates your brand by building trust and
appeal in the eyes of the customer.

Below are the basic elements to create a perfect sell sheet:

[Memorable headline]

[Picture of the product]

[Intro paragraph]

[Graphics that describe the product’s success or quanti�able elements]

[One element of the product]

[The bene�ts of the element]

[Second element of the product]

[The bene�ts of that element]

[Third element of the product]

[The bene�ts of that element]

[Call to action]

[Your name, phone number and email address]



Here are a couple of templates and what they might be best used for:

This is the Modern Product Sell Sheet template from Visme. It’s fully customizable,
including the fonts, colors, and images. What’s striking about this template is the
placement and size of the images versus the placement and size of the copy.

The images hold the main sway over the customer’s eye, while the copy is extremely
small. You’ll also notice that the logo is on the smaller side and off to the right, rather
than in the center. There’s no question that this is a template for a product sell sheet,
not a company sell sheet. Multiple image slots allow the product to be featured at
different angles, while limited copy lets the product images speak for themselves.



Now, let’s take a look at a company sell sheet template.

This is the One Page Company Facts Sheet template from Slide Team. Rather than
focusing on one specific product, this sheet covers the company’s services, industries
served, performance facts, current clients, and key personnel.

It’s also worth noting that the largest image on the sell sheet is, in fact, the company
logo. That makes sense when you consider this sheet highlights an entire business,
whereas a product sell sheet promotes a single item created by that business.


